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Resistance 
#1 

Side   Lunges Do one side at a time. Can 
use weight (can of food/sack 
of flour). Keep supporting foot 

on the ground 
Be sure to do both sides 

Floor Bridges Be sure toes are off the ground, and 
that you are PULLING your heels 
toward your butt to bring it off the 
ground. Palms are up and you are 

pushing shoulders into ground 

Resistance 
#2 

Split   Stance   
Bent   over   row   

arm   at   45 
degrees 

Front foot has all the weight. 
Rest hand on thigh NOT 
knee. Can use loop band 
under front foot instead of 
weight. Be sure to do both 

sides 

Single arm loop band 
low row 

You can rotate upper body slightly 
from the hips on pulling. You can 

stand on one leg for more balance 
work and also close an eye Be sure 

to do both arms 

Resistance 
#3 

Toe tap stance     
Hammer   Curl 

Stand on both feet if balance 
is issue. Can use loop band 

under standing foot instead of 
weight. Be sure to do both 

hands. Body stays tall 

Lunge matrix with 
reach to knee 

Keep heel on ground of stationary 
leg. Feel the muscles reach out on 

each lunge. There is not a huge 
knee bend. Extend leg further out as 

you get better – keep alignment 

Resistance 
#4 

Same   leg   
balance   –   

standing   side   
crunch   

+overhead   press 

Do NOT use weight if you 
cannot balance. Side 

movement comes from 
CHEST area NOT lower 

back.  Be sure to do both legs 

Hinge pick up and 
carry 

Put the weight BETWEEN the legs, 
a little behind the legs NOT in front. 

Be sure to put weights down 
BEFORE turning around. Hinge that 

butt behind!! 

Resistance 
#5 

Same   leg   
balance   –   rear   
leg   extension   

hold 

Can use wall for support. Be 
sure to keep leg straight in 

back 

Sit to stand arms 
crossed 

Can use the band around the knees 
ABOVE the knees. 

Can hold weight into chest to add 
more resistance. 

Cardio Cardio   -   Speed   
bag   arms   
overhead 

If your arms cannot go 
overhead, have them in front 

of your face 

Shuffle side to side 
with 4 punches at the 

ends 

Get off the ground if you can on the 
shuffle and rotate that whole body 

on the punches – heel comes off the 
ground on back leg 

Cardio Cardio   -   Side   
Shuffle 

Keep feet forward Fast feet with hinge 
touch in middle 

20 fast legs with a hinge. Not 
necessary to touch ground on the 

hinge, but have good form. 

 

  



   

   

   

   

   

   

 


